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I do not like the fact of killing objects in the constructor. The job of a constructor is: There are two ways to
prevent this: Throwing a NullPointerException in the constructor leads to ugly code, since you have to wrap
the construction in an unnecessary try-catch-block. But not everyone uses an IDE. From this I would prefer
addBook 3 Actual Code First checks for null or empty Strings and calls the appropriate exception. Otherwise
it adds the Book argument to the end of the library ArrayList. Notice it returns a boolean whether or not the
add operation succeeded See the add method of ArrayList: These are very poor specifications! Why on earth
do you have to return a boolean to signal, that there was no error, when the previous sentence clearly states,
you have to throw an Exception if anything goes wrong? Who cares for a boolean return-value? The only
thing, which would make any sense, would be returning some kind of id in a persistence-context or for
heavens sake the total number of books, but not a boolean. I am unhappy with that implementation. Of course,
your Book has a toString -Method and you are checking if the book is literaly a blank book. But doing it this
way: A better way of expressing this would be, adding a method to Book: Why did you you use the negative
from: Generates an ArrayList of all books which have titles that match exactly with the passed argument and
returns this list to the calling program. The String compareTo method is useful here. Here the specification is
clear, but your implementation is wrong: And more Do not return null! It is a clear antipattern. In Java8 there
is a nicer solution if you want to hide null in an optional. Say, your teacher asks you to look for a specific
book on the shelf and you do simply nothing - what does that mean to your teacher? A you are deaf or b you
are dumb or c you are neither, but there is no book. If someone asks you for a list of books, when there is
none, simply return an empty list, and say politely: As illustrated in the textbook, p. Sorry, the specification
makes me cry. How does this make sense in any way? Imagine someone going to a library, with a wizards hat
on and a big staff: I would prefer two alternatives: If it is crucial, that your library is sorted in some way, you
could choose to always have a sorted collection of books otherwise, I would generate a sorted List on the fly
The implementation depends on the usage. And what is that? If you do not allow blank books, why check for
blank books in the Library? Are you afraid of malicious subclasses of books, which allow blank books? There
are at least two books called French Kitchen , but they are not the same, since the authors differ.
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